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Chapterr 7 

AA Photometric Analysis of the 
Eclipsingg Cataclysmic Variables AR 
Cnc,, AY Psc (PG0134+070), and DV 
UM aa (US943) 

S.. B. Howell and S. A. Blanton 
Astron.Astron. J.. 1993, 106, 311 

A B S T R A C T T 

Wee present a photometric analysis of three eclipsing cataclysmic variables: AR Cue. AY 

Pscc (PC:0134 + 070), and DV UMa (US943). Orbital and accretion disk sizes, inclinations and 

componentt masses are determined. AR f'nc presents some problems as its likely inclination 

off  > 80°. long orbital period, and observed secondary-star spectral type are not all consistent 

withh typical dwarf novae. Our results on the primary masses are consistent with the current 

belieff  that longer-period cataclysmic variables contain higher-mass white dwarfs. We find 

thee sizes of the accretion disks to be typical for ('Vs. 

7.11 Introduction 

Cataclysmicc variables (CVs) are close binary stars having orbital periods in the range 

off  1.5 to ~12 lir . The primary-star is a white dwarf and the secondary is a late-type main-
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sequencee star. T he secondary fill s its Roche lobe and mater ial from it overflows through the 

innerr Lagrangian point to form a disk around the pr imary, conserving angular m o m e n t u m. 

AA spot of enhanced br ightness (hot-spot) often exists where the overflowing s t ream intersects 

thee disk. Detai led reviews of these types of s tars appear in Pat terson (1981) and Wade and 

Wardd (198o). 

A l thoughh many CVs are known, few have good der ived mass de te rmina t ions and orbi tal 

pa rame te rs.. In fact, for only about 100, out of a total of over 600 known CVs. do we 

havee any informat ion on orbi tal parameters o ther than the orbi tal period (Webbink 1989). 

Forr CVs lying out of the galact ic p lane, the s i tuat ion is worse. These sys tems are poorly 

s tud ied,, appear to have very low mass t ransfer ra tes, and essential ly no mass de te rm ina t ions 

(seee Howell and Szkodv 1990). Recent pho tomet r ic s tudies of (A 's at high galact ic la t i tude 

byy Howell ft al. (198S. 1990) and Szkodv tt «/. (19S9) have discovered three new ecl ipsing 

sys tems:: AR Cm\ AY Psc (PG0134+070), and I)V UMa (US943). Al l three stars are located 

outt of the galact ic p lane and therefore are likely to represent a different evolut ionary s ta te 

thann the well s tud ied (galact ic disk) CVs. Systems located out on the plane have proper t ies 

whichh are not typical compared with the well s tud ied galact ic disk CVs (Szkody and Howell 

1992,, 1993) and thus the th ree stars under s tudy here provide us with an oppor tun i ty to 

de te rm inee some fundamental informat ion concerning the ir masses and other proper t ies. 

Forr ecl ipsing systems, one can use pho tomet r ic d a ta alone to derive the l imit s on mass 

ra t io,, component masses (if some reasonable assumpt ions about the secondary are used). 

orb i tall  inc l inat ions, and accret ion disk radi i. A un ique solut ion cannot, however, be com-

pletelyy found, unless the system incl inat ion or mass rat io is known or can be app rox ima ted. 

Recent ly,, Szkodv and Howell (199:5) performed a spectroscopic s tudy of two h igh- la t i tude 

sys temss in common with two of the ones in this s tudy (AY Psc and DV F M a ). Their paper 

concent ra tedd on the radial-veloci ty solut ions for these sys tems and provided informat ion on 

thee component masses and system incl inat ions as well as an es t imate for the mass rat ios. 

T hee method of approach used in Szkodv and Howell (1993) was based pr imar i ly on spee-

troscopical lyy de te rmined paramete rs plus a photomet r i ca l ly de termined eclipse width. For 

theirr calculated q value, Szkodv and Howell de te rmined es t imates for the system masses 

andd incl inat ions. Emission line data (likely to or ig inate in the accret ion disk and hot -spot) 

weree used to de te rm ine their calculated es t imates for the system paramete rs. Thus, their 

resul tss reflect solut ions based on the common me thod of assuming that the emission lines are 

roughlyy an approx imat ion of the p r imary s ta rs' mot ion, thereby yielding numer ic quant i t ies 

whichh can be used in the s tandard equat ions (e.g.. Downes ü al 1986. Szkodv and Howell 

1993)) 1o obta in es t imates of the system pa ramete rs. 

Shafterr (1991) and Robinson (1992) have discussed the difficulties present when using 
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spectroscopicc emission line data for velocity measurements. Hot spots on the accretion disk 

orr velocity variations in the disk itself often produce phase shifts of up to 0.15 between pho-

tometricc mid-eclipse and the radial-velocity curve zero-crossing. Photometric analyses make 

assumptionss about the secondary-star size and the system inclination and generally derive 

lowerr masses for the component stars. Thus, there is often disagreement between the derived 

systemm parameters based on spectroscopy compared with those determined through photom-

etry.. Comparison of these two methods is crucial to our understanding of how observational 

measurementss translate into derived parameters. 

Wee present here a photometric analysis of these three eclipsing systems. We start our 

analysiss with the basic initial assumptions that a) the secondary-star is on the main-sequence 

andd fill s its Roche lobe, b) the component masses and radii conform to the empirical relations 

givenn in Patterson (1984 and outlined in Section 7.2), and c) the photometric eclipse data 

providess us with information on the size1 of the optically thick part of the accretion disk and 

iss not too affected in these systems by any hot-spot or white dwarf contribution. We will see 

inn Section 7.3 that some of these initial assumptions may not be valid for the three systems 

underr study here. 

Thee inconsistencies in derived parameters and their dependence on the method of mea-

surement,, (i.e., spectroscopic or photometric) as well as our understanding of what the true 

masss and orbital parameter values are in CVs, wil l be best understood by analysis and use of 

eclipsingg systems studied both spectroscopically and photometrically. Two of the systems in 

thiss study represent a set of such objects and all three show diverse properties. DV UMa has 

aa large hot-spot contribution and modulated light curve in the optical and a short orbital 

period,, while the other two have longer orbital periods, no apparent hot spot contribution, 

andd AR One has a very deep ( <, 3 mag) eclipse. DV UMa and AR Cue are located at ~ 

distancess of <, 400 pc (Szkody and Howell 1992) and so is AY Psc, if it is a typical nova]ike 

systemm with .Uv = +4. We are thus providing photometric orbital parameters, component 

masses,, and disk radii for CVs located well out of the galactic plane. This is the first such 

studyy for these CVs and wil l allow a comparison with spectroscopically derived parameters 

ass well as with galactic disk systems. 

Inn Section 7.2, we derive the system parameters for these three stars for a range of 

inclinationn (or mass ratio) based solely on photometric data. For AR ('nc. we can use the 

eclipsee data to provide a likely system inclination and thus yield a set of system parameters. 

Forr the two remaining stars, the q values of Szkody and Howell (1993) are used in order to 

givee a best guess set of system parameters. 
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7.22 Determination of Orbital Parameters and System Masses 

Thee observational data used for this work is from the photometric studies of Howell 11 al. 

(1988)) (DV IJMa), Szkody tt al. (1989) (AY Psc), and Howell et al. (1990) (AR Cnc). Table 

7.11 summarizes the photometric data on these systems. We have used the measured orbital 

periodss from the above works, the analytical technique for photometric analysis described 

inn Penning et al. (P84; 1984) and Schwarzenberg-Czerny (SC82; 1982), and equations in 

Pattersonn (1984) to determine the orbital inclinations and sizes, the masses of the primary 

andd secondary components and accretion disk radii. Table 7.2 gives a summary of our results, 

andd Fig. 7.1 shows 3-D models for each system (see the Appendix) as a function of phase, 

shownn at the most likely inclination (see Section 7.3). 

Wee start our analysis by determining the parameters of the secondary-star. We use 

Patterson'ss (1984) equation relating the secondary-star mass to the orbital period, 

MM2 2 
0.3800 Pl:rm (7.1) 

(wheree P4 is the orbital period in hours divided by 4) and we have made the usual assumptions 

discussedd in Patterson about the secondary-star shape being roughly approximated by a 

sphere.. We also use the empirical mass-radius relationship for a main sequence secondary 

(againn from Patterson 1984), 

too determine the secondary-star radius. The derived values for the secondary are essentially 

completelyy dependent on the orbital period and the assumptions used in the above equations, 

whichh are quite appropriate for CVs with orbital periods of <9 lir and with main sequence 

secondariess (see Patterson 1984). 

Thee equation 
// u.. \ '2 
HH22\\

2 2 

== cos'' i 4- sin̂  i sin':(27rc1/2) (7.3) 

Tablee 7.1: Observational Properties 

Starr l ' mag VQRB (hr) Eclipse Depth (mag) en <:>i  Hef 
22 1 

2TÖCC L3 0.015 - 0.024 0.030 - 0.015 1 

5.155 > 3 0.032 0.044 2 

5.222 1.5 0.022 0.035 3 

DVV  r.\la 
ARR Vw 
AYY  Psc 

1!) ) 
1!) ) 
16 6 

Refs:: (1) Howell et al. (1988). (2| Howell et al. (1990). (3) Szkody et al. (19*!)) 
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Tablee 7.2: Photometrically Determined System Parameters 

"Starr W W i ^ a = ¥ï W ^ P ~E 
Mt-.jMt-.j RQ

 l Re Q ~ Mi M R, R. R. 

AYY Psc 0.53 0.57 

APLL Cnc 0.52 0.56 7 

DVV UMa 0.17 0.21 

70 0 

74 4 

78 8 

80 0 

84 4 

88 8 

90 0 

70 0 

74 4 

78 8 

80 0 

84 4 

88 8 

90 0 

70 0 

74 4 

78 8 

80 0 

84 4 

88 8 

90 0 

1.55 5 

1.86 6 

2.29 9 

2.58 8 

3.29 9 

4.00 0 

4.12 2 

1.44 4 

1.67 7 

1.96 6 

2.13 3 

2.49 9 

2.76 6 

2.80 0 

0.59-0.56 6 

0.72-0.67 7 

0.92-0.81 1 

1.06-0.90 0 

1.49-1.12 2 

2.09-1.31 1 

2.22-1.34 4 

0.98 8 

0.41 1 

0.18 8 

0.12 2 

0.06 6 

0.03 3 

0.027 7 

1.52 2 

0.62 2 

0.31 1 

0.22 2 

0.13 3 

0.092 2 

0.088 8 

0.81-1.10 0 

0.33-0.46 6 

0.14-0.21 1 

0.08-0.14 4 

0.03-0.07 7 

0.01-0.04 4 

0.008-0.04 4 

0.53 3 

1.29 9 

2.87 7 

4.31 1 

9.56 6 

17.53 3 

19.47 7 

0.34 4 

0.83 3 

1.67 7 

2.35 5 

3.98 8 

5.62 2 

5.88 8 

0.21-0.15 5 

0.52-0.37 7 

1.25-0.81 1 

2.01-1.21 1 

6.04-2.38 8 

16.91-3.93 3 

21.14-4.23 3 

0.14 4 

0.16 6 

0.19 9 

0.21 1 

0.27 7 

0.32 2 

0.33 3 

0.12 2 

0.13 3 

0.15 5 

0.16 6 

0.18 8 

0.20 0 

0.21 1 

0.06-0.07 7 

0.07-0.09 9 

0.09-0.10 0 

0.10-0.11 1 

0.14-0.14 4 

0.19-0.16 6 

0.21-0.17 7 

0.34 4 

0.40 0 

0.48 8 

0.53 3 

0.67 7 

0.80 0 

0.83 3 

0.30 0 

0.33 3 

0.37 7 

0.39 9 

0.45 5 

0.49 9 

0.50 0 

0.15-0.18 8 

0.17-0.21 1 

0.22-0.25 5 

0.25-0.28 8 

0.35-0.34 4 

0.45-0.40 0 

0.51-0.41 1 
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(seee P84 or Dowries et al. 1986) gives the relation between the orbital inclination, the scaled 

secondaryy radius (in terms of a. the semi-major axis) and the parameter Ó1/2, the half-width 

off  the eclipse. Eq. (7.3) when combined with 

fromm Patterson (1984), and Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2) allow us to calculate the system parameters 

listedd in Table 7.2. 

Ann estimate of the radius of the photometric accretion disk (defined as the point where 

thee light curve is at 75% of maximum, <^$/4) (SC82, P84) can be obtained through the use of 

RRPPh,,\h,,\ = asin(27r<z>3/4) - (Ii2
2 - a2 cos2 i)i/2 (7.5) 

Iff  the accretion disk emits uniformly, the total disk radius is related to the photometric, 
radiuss by (SC82) 

flph,dflph,d = 0.4040/?,, (7.6) 

Thee measured parameters used here, <\> xj2 and <j) 3/4. are defined as follows, (pifi  the half-

width,, is defined as the orbital phase (taking mid-eclipse as phase 0.0) at which the system 

lightt drops to 50% in intensity compared with the out-of-eclipse system light. (In magnitudes, 

thiss is equal to a drop of 0.75 magnitudes). c53/4 is defined in a similar manner except that it 

iss a drop in light by 25% (or 0.33 mags)1. The measurement of these two parameters wil l be 

affectedd by hot spot or other light curve modulations occurring at phases near eclipse (see 

Woodd et al. 1992). 

Usee of the <p values assumes a uniform accretion disk both in extent and flux output, 

inn order to provide good estimates of the disk radii. While these are unlikely to be met 

perfectlyy by any C'V, and for some they are extremely violated, these analysis techniques 

aree fairly robust to small uncertainties in the measured eclipse width and at least provide a 

goodd estimate for the radius of the accretion disks. 

Thee two longer-period systems discussed here show no evidence for any substantial 

hott spot or other light curve modulations which might cause eclipse asymmetry. For l)V 

1'Ma.. however, there is a large hot spot contribution and a smaller but still relevant hump 

'No tee that the 0\j-> parameter is not equal to a similarly named and defined parameter, A&u-, (Sulkanen 

ett al (1981). The latter is called the fractional halfwidth and is equal to half the lotal phase dur ing eclipse 

betweenn first and last rout ar t. We would like tn thank the anonymous referee for bringing our at tent ion to 

thiss possibly confusing issue. 
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nearr phase U.2 to 0.4. Both of these light curve modulations cause some ambiguity in our 

determinationn of the eclipse width in this system. We therefore use an upper and lower 

limi tt on Q-\/2 aiul <̂ 3/4 due to some uncertainty in the correct level of the out of eclipse light 

(seee light curves in Howell d al. 1988). This system violates the assumption that the hot 

spott and other light curve modulations have no effect on determining the o values. This 

uncertaintyy has littl e effect on the calculated values in Table 7.2 except for \1\. 

Thee errors in determination of the secondary-star parameters are entirely due to the 

precisionn of the orbital period and accuracy of the Patterson derived empirical relations 

(Eqs.. 7.1 and 7.2). Errors in these items translate into small changes in M2 and F}2- Eor 

thee longer-period systems here, measurement errors in the o values cause small changes in 

thee calculated primary-star and accretion disk values. For DV UMa, Table 7.2 shows that 

Mii  changes by about 30-40% (using the range of C1/2) Tor the likely system inclination, and 

byy a larger amount for the highest (incorrect) inclinations. (These high inclinations give 

physicallyy unreal white-dwarf masses for DV UMa.) The calculated size of the accretion 

diskk is essentially unaffected by small uncertainties in <p in all cases. 

7.33 Discussion and Conclusions 

Wee now briefly discuss our photometrically determined system parameters and their 
relevancee to the current state of knowledge of CVs. 

Sincee all three systems show deep eclipses, the inclination, from Roche geometry argu-

ments,, must be > 65° and is likely to be higher than this limi t based on observed eclipse 

depthh and hot spot amplitude. For the two systems with ~ 1.5 mag eclipse depths (see Table 

7.1),, typical inclinations are likely to be near 70-80 degrees, while AR Cue's large eclipse 

depthh of 3 or more mag implies that the white dwarf gets completely or nearly completely 

eclipsed,, thus i is > 80 degrees, likely close to 90 degrees. Spectra of AR Cnc taken at min-

imumm light (Szkody and Howell 1992) show double peaked emission lines, providing further 

evidencee for a high inclination. 

Applicationn of the analysis techniques discussed in Section 7.2 to our observations of 

ARR Cue provide some disagreement between the derived parameters. The magnitude of AR 

Cncc outside eclipse is V'' ~ 19 (Howell ft al. 1990), which gives V <, 22 at mid-eclipse. Mukai 

ftft a!. (1991) have shown that the red spectrum of AR Cnc has Ti() bands which matched 

bestt with template observations of an M4.5 star and could not be reconciled at all with stars 

earlierr than M3 or later than M6. For an M4-M5 secondary, a distance of 330-1330 pc is 

impliedd for AR Cnc. 
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Pattersonn (1984) gives a relation between absolute magnitude of the secondary and 

orbitall  period of the system based on the assumption that the secondary fill s its Roche lobe 

andd its evolutionary state is not too far from the ZAMS. Using Patterson's Eq. (13). AR 

Cnc,, with an M4.5 secondary, should have an orbital period of near 2 hours, with a possible 

rangee of 1.5-3 hours. The light curve of AR Cue outside of eclipse is relatively flat, with 

noo evidence for a hot spot modulation. This is consistent with a longer orbital period ('V 

(4-00 hr) whose accretion disk is larger, so the velocity of infalling material is less at impact, 

makingg the hot spot less prominent. This is in line with its measured orbital period of 5.15 

hourss (Howell rt al. 1990). implying a secondary of spectral type ~ Ml . which would vield 

aa distance of ~ 2700 pc. 

Wee therefore conclude that either the secondary in AR Cnc does not quite fit the implied 

relationss used here for CV secondaries (i.e.. the secondary mass in AR Cnc may be slightly 

evolvedd off the main-sequence), or that the determination of the secondary spectral type is 

inn error. This type of observational trickery that nature presents to us when spectral typing 

CVV secondaries has indeed been noted before (e.g.. Wade 1981, 1990). For example, our 

analysiss for AR Cnc at i = 90°, gives M, = 13A/0 . We must lower the inclination to (an 

unlikely)) ~ 75° to get A/, to be a plausible value for a white-dwarf primary. These types of 

disagreementss with predicted secondary spectral types cast doubt on the assumption that 

allall CV secondaries are normal main sequence stars. 

Usingg the work of Szkody and Howell (1993), we can adopt, as a best guess for DV UMa 

andd AY Psc, their derived q, whereas for AR Cnc we adopt an inclination of > XQ°. Doing 

thiss allows us to determine a photometric solution for these stars which is presented in Table 

7.3.. The solutions for AY Psc and DV UMa are similar to those in Szkody and Howell (1993), 

sincee both used <f> l/2 from the eclipse data. They are included here for completeness and for 

usee to derive additional new results used in the remainder of this Section. We see that the 

whitee dwarfs in the longer-period systems (i.e., orbital periods >3 hr). are more massive 

comparedd with the short period system DV UMa. The white-dwarf masses determined here 

supportt Shatters (1991) idea that mean white-dwarf mass in CVs increases with increasing 

orbitall  period. We also note that, as is typically the case, the derived photometric component 

massess are lower than those found spcctroscopically. 

'II  he light, curves of the two longer-period systems show no hot spot, contribution and 

thee out-oUeclipse light curve appears unaffected by flickering (Szkody ft al. 19S9. Howell ft 

al.al. 1990). While in DV UMa, the low mass white dwarf (and thus a lower luminosity disk) 

andd the larger velocity of impact of the accreted material allow tin- hot spot, to provide a 

substantiall  contribution (0.7 mag: see Howell it al. IONS) in the optical light curve. A larger 

hot.. spot contribution to the total system lighl implies, of course, that both photometric and 
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Tablee 7.3: Adopted Photometric System Parameters 

DVV UMa6 AR Cncc AY Psc6 

<t>\ <t>\ 

9 9 
i i 
MM2 2 

M,-M,-
MM} } 

0.015 5 

0.54 4 

71.55 -

0.17 7 

0.31 1 

-- 0.024 

73 3 

0.032 2 

<0.122 2 

>> 80 

0.52 2 

>2.4 4 

0.022 2 

0.45 5 

73.5 5 

0.53 3 

1.11 1 
aa Measured from photometric data discussed in text. 
bb Photometric solution using Szkody and Howell (1993) 

qq values, see text. 
cc Photometric solution assuming i > 80 degrees. 

Tablee 7.4: Photometrically Determined Accretion Disk Radii 

Star r 

PG1012-029 9 

V12155 Aql 

DVV UMaa 

ARR Cnc6 

AYY Psr 

PoRB PoRB 

3.24 4 

3.35 5 

2.06 6 

5.15 5 

5.22 2 

(hr) ) R. R. 

0.11 1 

0.18 8 
0.07 7 

0.21 1 

0.15 5 

A . . 

0.27 7 

0.44 4 

0.18 8 

0.50 0 

0.38 8 

Reference e 

Penningg et al 

Downess et al. 

Thiss work 

Thiss work 

Thiss work 

(1984) ) 

(1986) ) 

aa Average over <jn limits. 
2 2 

hh Assuming i - 90, gives upper limi t on disk size 
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spectroscopicc de te rmina t ions of sys tem pa ramete rs for the shor ter per iod sys tems are likely 

too he in error to a greater degree due to observat ional con tamina t ion. 

Downess ft al. (1986). and P84 in their pho tomet r ic studies of ecl ipsing (1Ys. also calcu-

latedd the sizes of the accret ion disks. F84 commented that their disk size de te rm ina t ion was 

consistentt with accret ion disk sizes found for six o ther CVs by Sulkanen ft nl. (T981). Iable 

7.44 shows a compar ison of these previous results with the accret ion disk radii de termined 

forr t l i e three stars in this work. Th is tab le shows that the accret ion disk sizes found for 

thee th ree sys tems here are consistent witl i o ther de te rmina t ions for CVs. 4 lie calculated 

accret ionn disk size for l)V U.Ma appears to be physical ly about one-half that for the other 

twoo systems studied here. This 'is exact ly what would be expected, as the physical d imen-

sionss of this short period binary art1 about one-half those of AR Cnc and A \ Fsc. 1 bus. the 

accret ionn disks in all th ree of these1 CVs appear to be normal. 

Wee have derived system pa rame te rs for three h igh- la t i tude CVs. Al l of the derived 

valuess appear to be in agreement with typical (galact ic disk) CVs. Thus the cause of 1 he 

loww mass transfer rates and intr insical ly faint absolute magn i tudes observed for some of 

thee h igh- la t i tude CVs (Howell and Szkody 1990, Szkody and Howell 1993) is not apparent. 

Possiblyy the secondaries are not modeled well by assuming them to be Z A M S stars and an 

observat ionall  p rogram concent ra ted on their s tudy might prove useful. 

Th iss work was part ia l ly suppor ted by NSF grant AST 89-14866 to SBII and an R FC 

supp lementt to SAB. SBII would lik e to thank Keith Mason, Liz Puchnarewicz. and Mil l iar d 

Spacee Sciences for their hospi ta l i ty dur ing the wr i t ing of par ts of this paper and Richard 

Wade.. Paula Szkody and Allen Shaffer for helpful discussions. The anonymous referee is 

alsoo thanked for helpful suggest ions and point ing out the confusion of the o 's. P lanetary 

Sciencee Ins t i tu te is a non-profit division of Science Appl icat ions In ternat ional Corporat ion. 

II  his is PSI cont r ibut ion number 298. 

7.44 Appendix: 3-D Computer Model 

Wee have wr i t ten a s imple to use. fast, and efficient compu ter model which can be used 

ass a learning tool as well as a scientific d iagnost ic aid for CV studies. Th is model, called 

"B IXSTA RR , was used to genera te the plots in Fig. 7.1. Whi l e more sophis t icated output 

render ingss and models with more detai led calculat ions do indeed exist, we feel that the 

quick,, highly in teract ive na tu re of BIN S I AR makes it un ique for rea l - t ime analysis and very 

valuablee as an educat ional tool. Since this software may be of interest to the reader, we wil l 
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brieflyy describe it below. 

BINN STAR, creates a line drawing of a cataclysmic variable based on a secondary-star 

thatt exactly fills its Rocbe lobe and a white-dwarf primary-star at the renter of an accretion 

disk.. All the Roche lobe geometry, center of mass, and other binary star parameters are 

calculatedd as discussed in Eggleton (1983) and Pringle (1985). The graphed Roche lobes are 

approximatedd by a combination of ellipses and parabolas fitted to the maxima and minima of 

thee lobes (Pringle 1985 and references therein). BINSTAR assumes that the white dwarf is 

equall  to or more massive than the secondary. The mass stream is approximated by straight 

liness from the inner Lagrangian point to the hot spot, which is assumed to lie on the outer 

edgee of the disk. 

Severall  options are allowed for modelling the accretion disk. The outer radius may be 

specifiedd as a percentage of the primary Roche lobe, entered directly by the user in units of 

a,, or calculated using (Warner 197(i) 

R/aR/a = FA{l+q)  (7.7) 

wheree q — M2jMA and f is the scaled distance from the center of the primary to the inner 

Lagrangiann point. The accretion disk itself may be represented by a flat disk, an annulus, 

orr a beveled annulus which has a user-defined thickness on the outer edge and is thin on the 

innerr edge. 

BINSTARR is written in C and has been implemented on both a DEC /x VAX and a Sun 

Sparcc 1 + . The graphics outputs are sent to Tektronix 4010 emulated windows and makes 

usee of the MONGO graphics library. The program has been designed with ease of use, speed 

off  execution, and ease of modification in mind. The program is menu driven, allowing the 

userr to interactively change parameters and redraw the model in real time. Essentially all 

thee binary star parameters, as well as the viewer's distance and perspective, are changeable 

fromm the menus. The user can also pick and choose which items to plot and which to have 

nott drawn. 

Thee code and a brief user manual are available from the authors on request. 
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Fig.. 7.1. Wire frame graphics output from BINSTAR for 0.1 steps in orbital phase for 

thee three stars discussed here (see Appendix). AY Psc and DV UMa are believed to have 

nearlyy the same orbital inclination, therefore appearing similar in the plots. The two longer-

periodd stars have total binary size of approximately 1 solar diameter across, while DV UMa 

iss only about one-half their size in all respects as shown. Notice that these systems have 

beenn plotted for an observer who is at a distance of about 2 times the separation but at the 

inclinationn seen from Earth. This close-by view (an option in the software) is the cause of 

thee perspective changes seen in the sizes of the stars during their orbits. 
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